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Fig. 1. We propose a new interactive method named HUAL which only requires binary annotations to reduce the annotation 
cost. 

Overview
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§ VMR: Given a query sentence and the video, temporally retrieving a 
specific moment from the video [1]

.

Figure 1. VMR [1]§ Applications:
o Video QA: Return the localized moment as the visual evidence to support the 

answer [3]

o City Video Surveillance: Temporally finding a crime suspect in video 
surveillance system with a textual query.

o ….

[1] Runhao Zeng et al. Dense Regression Network for Video Grounding. CVPR 2020
[2] Luo, Hongyin, et al. "Integrating Video Retrieval and Moment Detection in a Unified Corpus for Video Question 
Answering." INTERSPEECH. 2019.
[3] Junyeong Kim et al. Modality Shifting Attention Network for Multi-Modal Video Question Answering. CVPR 2020

Video Moment Retrieval (VMR)
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• Motivation:

o Precise labels on VMR datasets are time-consuming and cost-expensive;

o Relying on the well- annotated dataset will restrict the generalization ability of the current models.

• Assumption: 

o not each frame should be considered equally, as the frame with the higher uncertainty is more valuable than the rest; 

o not each video can be treated as a hard sample, annotating complex video and query pairs first benefits more than 
annotating simple ones. 

Video Moment Retrieval (VMR)
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Fig. 1. We propose a new interactive method named HUAL which only requires binary annotations to reduce the annotation 
cost. 

Proposed Method
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Fig. 2. The whole pipeline of our HUAL method. 

Proposed Method



• Frame-level Uncertainty:

(1)

• Pseudo Label Generation :

(2)

• Sequence-level Uncertainty:

(3)
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Proposed Method
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• Training:
(4)

Since we only have pseudo labels to train the SeqPAN, which is not precise as ground truth, we propose soft 
label to replace hard label: 

(5)

where σ is the variance of the prediction , and σ ≥ 0.

• Inference:
(6)

Proposed Method
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Experiments

Tab. 1. Performance comparison with the state-of-the-art methods under different supervision settings. 
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• Performance in Different Rounds:

Fig. 3. Performance comparison (%) of HUAL with different rounds on Charades and ActivityNet Captions datasets. 
With more rounds of annotation provides, our HUAL can achieve steady performance gain in all metrics. 

Experiments
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• Different Components in Frame-level Uncertainty :

Tab. 2. Performance comparison (%) of HUAL with different components on Charades dataset. Each components can 
improve the performance. 

Experiments

• Selection of Sequence-level Uncertainty:

Tab. 3. Performance comparison (%) of HUAL with different selection K on Charades dataset.
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o We propose a new interactive framework named HUAL to reduce the annotation cost, which only requires binary 
annotations. To verify the feasibility, we stimulate the process of annotation in the video moment retrieval task, 
which is model-agnostic and can be treated in a Human-in-the-Loop manner. 

o Specifically, we consider the hierarchical design, which is frame-level and sequence-level uncertainty estimation to 
select hard samples and fully take advantages of limited binary annotations by the expert. 

o Extensive experimental results on two public datasets indicate that binary annotations are sufficient for video 
moment retrieval. The proposed method can achieve competitive performance with much fewer annotations, 
which show the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

Contribution
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Q & A
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